Employment is moving in the direction of household enterprises and small private firms and cooperatives.
A Bolivian weaver at work.
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as corporate
improves...stock prices gyrate wildly
of supply and demand of goods and
services...globalcurrency markets are in upheaval...
population growth and civil unrest are creating a
litany of social problems...cities around the world
are in trouble...the burden of national debt rises
around the world."
At a time of unprecedentedchangeand upheaval
in the world, business managers are frequently
uncertain as to where their responsibilities lie.
On the one hand, business leaders are encouraged
to become 'good corporate citizens' and direct
their companies' significant resources towards
addressing and solving social problems. On the
other hand, the financial and competitive pressures
on them are stronger than ever before. In what
London BusinessSchool's Charles Handy calls 'the
age of paradox' what, if anything, are a business's
social obligations? And how have these obligations
evolved over time?
To these queries, there exist two opposedviewpoints that have been argued back and forth for
years. The traditional response has been that
business's sole responsibility is to make a profit and thus business has no social obligations. To
justify and prove this view, economistsand business
leaders refer to the works of Adam Smith, Milton
Friedman and others. At the other end of the
spectrum is the view that business has purposely
exploited and destroyed the system in a selfish
attempt to maximize profits at the expense of
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society.

A more accurate interpretation of the social obligation of business is a path between these two
extremes. What results is neither a condemnation
of businessnor an attack on profit-making. Rather,
what emergesis a fresh and enlightenedunderstanding of both economicsand the purposeof businessin
our globalized society. The shift in thinking which
will occur is that one cannot separate the social
obligations of businessfr<?mthe financial, ethical or
managementobligations - it is all part of the whole
package. As such it is not a question as to whether
or not businesshas social obligations because,quite
clearly, all institutions in society have social
obligations. The choice for business becomes
whether to addresstheir social obligations proactively through such innovations as public-private
partnerships,privatization efforts and the creation of
pollution rights markets, or passivelyand reactively,
via taxes,fines and other regulatory requirements.
Business functions by public consent and its
basic purpose is to serve, constructively, the needs
of society - to the satisfaction of society not merely
to maximize profits. This fundamental shift in the
view and understanding.of the purpose of business
has profound implications on how business is
managedand perceived. Additionally, this definition
presentsa very different set of expectationsfor shareholders and stakeholders of corporations. Keeping
this definition in mind, most would agreethat the
social order is imbalanced. A greater affluence for
a small group of individuals amid a deteriorating
environment and decaying community life just
does not make sense. Indeed, the sluggishnessof
social progress is producing rising criticism from
all major institutions in socicty: government,
schOQls,churches,as well as business. In thiS context, companies are undergoing the most searching
public scrutiny. Certainly, statistics show that the
majority of the public think that corporations have
not been sufficiently concernedabout the problems
society faces. Two-thirds believe businessnow has a
moral obligation to help achieve progressin society
even at the expenseof profitability.
So businessis being askedto contribute more to
the quality of life than just supplying quantities of
goodSand services and, insomuch as it exists to
serve society, the future of business will depend
on its sensitivity to the changing demands of the

consumer.It is, after all, in the interests of business
to enlarge its markets and improve its workforce
by helping disadvantagedpeople to develop into
customers and workers and to fulfil their economic
potential. Likewise, it is in the direct self-interest
of companies to help reduce the mounting costs of
welfare, crime, diseaseand homelessness,for much
of the cost of these maladies is placed on business
through higher taxation rates and increasing expenditures on security. It is therefore not unreasonable
to suggest that if business does not accept a fair
measure of responsibility for social improvement,
then the interests of the corporation may actually
be jeopardized.
Public-private partnership
One of the significant outcomes of the 1992 UN
Conferenceon Environment and Development
(UNCED) in Rio de Janeirowas the agreementthat
businesswas given a role in shapingthe new agenda
and a responsibility for making it happen- both in
its own everydayoperations,by moving towards ecoefficient processesand products,as well as in consort
with the public sectorin addressingspecificproblems
on the ground. A stable policy regime enablesand
encouragesbusinessand industry to operateresponsibly and efficiently and implement long-term policies.
There has also been a fundamental shift in the
way governmentsperceivethe role of private capital
in economic development,especiallyforeign investment. More and more state economies are
abandoning central planning as a way of bringing
prosperity to the economy at large. Foreign investment is now looked upon asthe engineof growth and
the agent of advancement.
Transnational corporations are playing a central
role in this change. Since the 1970s, economic
growth has been increasingly associatedwith new
technologies rather than with the use of such
natural resourcesas energyand minerals. Production
has becomeless materials-intensive and more skilland technology-intensive. New communication
technologies are inducing a far greater degree of
economic internationalization than was previously
possible.Transnational corporationsand their global
strategies are a major vehicle for transfer and
diffusion of technology in developingcountries.

The widespreadliberalization and the internationalization of production hasaccordedgreaterfreedomto
business.More freedom also means more responsibility, including social responsibility. The term' good
corporate citizen' suggests that the transnationai
corporationshave an obligation to act as responsible
membersof societiesthat grant them legal standing.
True, business cannot redress every social ill and
thus substitute for the government's role, but businessesare increasingly adopting their own codesof
conduct. Among them, those relating to employment and human resources development are
particularly pronounced. Basicterms of employment
are governedby local laws. But corporatestandards
can impart norms that are consideredto be desirable
from an international perspective. Elimination of
child labour and forced labour by prisoners is an
example of where the global production system has
positively imposed values on national standards.
Both in hiring practicesand in treatment of workers,
social responsibility standardscould be expectedto
prohibit discrimination on the basis of such factors
as race, sex, religion or ethnicity. The challenge is
in instituting this where discrimination is legally
sanctionedor socially entrenched,setting in motion
a ripple reaction that goesfar beyond the immediate
domain of the factories.
It is generally agreedthat the workforce directly
employedby transnational corporationsenjoys superior wages and benefits relative to the conditions
prevailing in local firms. Businesshas acceptedthe
tenet that a well-trained and well-motivated workforce is an invaluable asset. Therefore going beyond
the minimal compliance with the local labour laws
to provide better working conditions, imparting
better training and better health care facilities is
in its own self-interest. This, in turn, facilitates
improvement of the infrastructure and transfer of
technology to developing countries. In a similar
vein, corporations are increasingly taking steps to
reduce their adverseeffects on the environment and
to put in place effective environmental management.
This is a positive sign that business has come to
recognize the fragility of the environment and the
eco-systems. Forestry companies are instituting
policies to regenerate tree species if only out of
self-interest. Mining and chemical companies are
taking stepsto clean up the environment. The cost
of achieving higher-than-necessarycompliance with

environmental guidelines is viewed as a form of
insurance, a reserveagainst changingpublic opinion
and social values.
Agribusiness can often be a significant creator
of seasonal jobs and improve self-employment
opportunitiesamongthe rural poor. Plantation-based,
vertically-integrated marketing systems dominated
by transnational corporations can increase rural
employment opportunities for many of the landless
poor in a number of developingcountries. Contract
farming arrangementsin the cultivation of labourintensive crops can increase the returns of smallholders in certain developingcountries.
Human resource development is also central to
economic growth and development. Human ~apital
created through investment in education and the
development of skills emergesas one of the most
significant factors not only of economic development but also of international competitiveness.
But building up a stock of human capital requires
more than just public investment in education.
Specializedtraining is fundamental to the creation
of sustainable competitiveness advantage. The
business community is in an excellent position to
judge priorities in skill formation and therefore has
an important complementary role to play in the
provision of education and training.
To understand why big businesses,and transnational corporations in particular, wield such an
influence, one need only look at the reach of transnational corporationsacrossnational boundaries.
The universe of transnational corporations is
now estimated to comprise about 37,000 parent
finns which control over 200,000 foreign affiliates
worldwide. The top hundred transnational corporations now hold about $3.4 trillion in global
assets,about $1.3 trillion of which is held outside
of their respectivehome countries. Foreignaffiliates
generatedsales of more than $4.8 trillion in 1991,
slightly more than world exports of goods and
non-factor services. Transnational corporations are
estimated to employ around 73 million people
directly and control some one-third of world
output. The number of jobs created by them
indirectly is much greater - estimated to be around
ISOmillion.

As the UN agency charged with accelerating and
coordinating industrialization, the UN Industrial
Development Organization (UNillO) has played a
part in encouraging multinationals and foreign
investors to invest their capital in the South.
The agencyoverrodedoubts about the benefits of
multinational investment in the South, and, in 1978,
createda worldwide network of investment offices in close cooperationwith the World Bank - to help
open the doors to foreign investors. In 1986, when
UNIDO was transformedinto a specializedagencyof
the UN, its mandatewas broadenedto include working with the private - as well as with the public and
cooperative- sectorsof industry.
The guiding principle behind UNJDO's approach
to investment is to developthe most effective channel for transferring know-how, managerialexpertise,
market access and manufacturing capacities to
developing nations, while providing local sponsors
with reliable overseaspartners. Through its World
Investment Network Service (WINS), UNJDO links
businessesaround the world and swapscountry data,
industrial technology and financing opportunities. It
encourages governments and business to adopt
policies for environmental management with
emphasis on pollution prevention, assisting and
supporting business associations to put cleaner
production programmesinto practice. According to
UNIDO, the agencygeneratednearly $5,500million
worth of investments for more than 1,600 projects
between 1986and 1993.
With the majority of UNIDO's clients being
small- and medium-scaleenterprises(SMEsI,investment goes straight to the heart of development
needs. SMEs often out-perform larger enterprises
becauseof their potential to respond more quickly
to market changes and opportunities to develop
speciallied products, and to absorb technological
innovations. This adaptability also meansmore jobs
as smaller businesses expand. For example, a
UNIDO training programme for Kenyan entrepreneurs in the small-scaletextile sectorhas given some
400 businesswomenthe chanceto acquire a comprehensive set of skills ranging from product designand
development,through managementand financing to

marketing and presentation. They in turn are passing these newly acquired skills on to other women
opening up opportunities for greater female participation in the country's development.
The UN Development Programme (UNDP)
works closely with SustainableProject Management
(SPM),an initiative createdby the BusinessCouncil
for SustainableDevelopment jBCSD) to aid greater
private sector involvement in support of sustainable
development. The focus is to identify and prepare
bankableprojects which result in the establishment
of new profitable companies,owned partly by municipal authorities and partly by private interests, that
hclp provide urban and industrial infrastructure
services in three key areas: water treatment/recycling, waste management/minimization and energy
efficiency/demandmanagement.
In Wuhan and Shanghai, China, a' new publicprivate service company will manageeco-efficiency
improvements to thermal power plants in the city,
including improving generation capacity, energy
efficiency, flue gasand dust control, and waste water
treatment. The project also includes the installation
of a co-generationunit for district heating in Wuhan
and the nearby industrial estate. Similar projects are
plannedJor four more cities in China.

In Madras, India, SPM expects to establish a new
public-private company to recycle waste water and
sewagewater from the city for reuse by industry.
This project enjoys strong support from the municipal authorities, local industry and government
at central and state levels. It is expectedthat the project will be duplicated in other cities in India through
similar companiesworking with the Confederation
of Indian Industry (CII) and the private sector.
In Colombia, a public-private company is being
set up to introduce new eco-efficient technologiesto
decontaminatewaste water from the coffeeindustry
and provide clean suppliesfor the local people. This
project will shonly be replicated in three other states
of Colombia as well as in other coffee-producing
countries.
Reviewing these programmes, Gus Speth, the
UNDP Administrator, has stated: 'These initiatives
are the result of our assessmentof the needs and
opportunities for greaterprivate sector involvement
in support of sustainable development The
innovative perspective of this programme is that it
allows for a direct communication channel between
local authorities and the private sector at various
levels - creating opportunities for technology dissemination and a positive impact on the most
pressingurban environmental problems.'
Further examples include introducing energy
managementprogrammesand new technologiesfor
suburban electrification in the Andean countries,
recycling sewage water using zoo plankton technology in Costa Rica, establishing an urban capacity
building centre for eco-efficiency in Gaza and
Jericho,introducing new technologiesfor peri-urban
electrification in South Africa and dealing with solid
waste problems in the Czech Republic.
This type of public-private sector cooperation
turns problems in the developing world and emerging economies into viable business opportunities.
In the process,it makes a real difference to many
of our most vulnerable fellow citizens. It is indeed
a fresh approachto tackle some of the most pressing
social ills because the old approach has failed:
purely public sectorprojects are subject to budgetary
constraints, while totally private sector projects
emphasizeshort-term profitability.
Human resourcefulness and initiative are the motor that drives successful business.
An old woman recycling metal from used drink cans in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
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New business agenda in Asia
Today, most of the nations which make up East
Asia are consideredthe world's fastest growing economies. Eight Asian countries have achievedannual
averagegrowth rates of over five per cent from 1%5
onwards to 1989,with some of the tiger economies
in south~st Asia growing at significantly higher
rates of six per cent to eight per cent a year.
But progresshas also had some negative impact
and raisesnew challengeson the economic, political
and social front. Poverty, particularly rural poverty,
remains the region's largest problem. The effects of
rapid growth in the region have largely been felt in
urban areas,while rural areascontinue to wallow in
relative or absolute poverty. Becausegrowth is
directed towards urban areas, internal migration
flows into cities will result in even more rapid

of society - concernsthat often escapethe attention
of the corporate manager. These are the issues of
relevance to billions of poor, issues such as
endemic poverty, population growth and basic
human rights.
Businesshasoften distanceditself from the bigger
moral obligation to help the government solve such
an overwhelming challenge. However, government
cannot do it alone. Unless the business world is
willing to do more to alleviate the burden of poverty,
many of the societiesin which they operatewill not
move beyond current hand-to-mouth existence.
Business that exists in such a precarious environment will eventually be forced to bow out.
Hence, poverty, population and environment are
all intertwined. One is affected by the progress or

urbanization of the region. By the turn of the degenerationof the other. UN initiatives have shown
century, all the countries of southeast Asia will be that only through the improved standardsof liVing
at least 50 per cent urbanized. While that creates in developing countries can population growth be
largerconsumermarkets which aregoodfor business, slowed down and the environmental consequences
it also creates strains on the system as transport, of poverty be avoided.
water, power, education, housing and health care
One of the best examples of a business-led
resourcesare stretched to their limits. Rapid economic development is also placing more strain on partnership in Asia that has focused on helping
alleviate the plight of the poor is the Philippine
environmental resources.
Businessfor Social Progress(PBSP).It has mobilized
The Earth Summit inspired the Association of the financial, technical and managerial resources
Southern Asian Nations (ASEAN) Chamber of of companies for over 20 years in partnership
Commerceand Industry to adopt BusinessPrinciples programmesto promote sustainabledevelopmentat
the grassrootslevel in urban and rural communities.
on SustainableDevelopment. As a result, individual
Today
it has some 120 member companies, each
ASEAN countries have each set up sustainpledging
one per cent of its net profit to
able development councils to ensure corporations
keep an eye on their environmental and social social development, of which 20 per cent goes to
PBSPand hundreds of non-governmental organizaresponsibilities.
tion (NGO) partnerships which have worked
While it may be significant to seethis new trend together to implement approximately 3,000 rural
emerging in business, there is still considerable and urban development projects benefiting 1.5
neglect for areasthat are deemedpriority concerns million people.

Becausebusiness and economic growth thrive in
an environment of peaceand stability, the business
community will also need to speakup and be heard
on issues it does not normally address. In the
Philippines, the business community has been
involved in exercisessuch as the peaceprocessand
elections because of the community's underlying
belief that there can be no prosperity without
~litical stability.
In the early 1980s,businessgroups,civic associations, NGOs, educational and religious institutions,
and professional and trade associations banded
togetherto form a movementwhich becameknown as
the National Citizens Movement for Free Elections
(NAMFREL).
Since 1984, NAMFREL has been active in voter
education,legislative reforms and poll-watching, and
holds an independent parallel count of election
returns. The business community has supported
NAMFREL in theseprojects,not only through financial assistancebut, more importantly, by seconding
managers to help run its operations and lending
equipment and facilities for the critical task of protecting the integrity of the baHotsand the electoral
count. At every election in the Philippines, pollwatching groups, such as NAMFREL, the Parish
PastoralCouncil for ResponsibleVoting and all their
affiliates and partner organizations, have mobilized
up to half a million volunteers to safeguardthe polls.
But the busineSscommunity also realized that
stability had to go beyond safeguardingthe ballot.
A multisectoral effort was put together under the
government's auspices. This becameknown as the
National Unification Commission (NUC). As part
of its mission to overseethe entire peaceprocess,
NUC drew on the support and feedback of many
sectors - including the business community - to
searchfor ways to attain a sustainablepeace.
This new advocacyrole will bring new demands
on the businesscommunity aswell as non-traditional constituencies to deal with. If, in the past,
individual businesseslobbied governmentsfor vested
interests, today businesseswill need more and more
to deal with governmentsand consider the national
interest. Moreover, NGOs and community-based
peoples' organizations are becoming increasingly a
Business is gradually becoming aware of it.~ social obJigation.~.
A steel recycling plant in Tanzania creates ;obs and prevents waste

fact of life in many countries and therefore business
will have to work with them as partners in nation
building.
Within the region, a strong tradition has already
been established where businesses support many
community projects. For instance, foundations
established by corporations in the Philippines and
Thailand encourage them to set aside a fixed
percentageof their profits annually, which are then
devoted to community projects. If the top 1,000
companiesin ASEAN set asideone per cent of their
profits a year, business corporations could inject
over $80 million into community projects.
There is another task which the business community may have to face.As standardsof living rise,
so will expectationsof political and individual freedoms. Is it possible to liberalize continually the
economy and still maintain a closed society..
Obviously each country will have to make its own
choice. The relevant question for the business
sector, however, is what role, if any, it should play
in this regard. Political instability automatically
translatesto economicuncertainty. Shouldbusiness
stand asideand simply allow events to transpire and
do its best to pick up the pieces after a political
upheaval? The Philippine and Eastern European
experience would seem to indicate the opposite
course of action. Similarly, after Korea attained
a high degreeof economic developmentand liberalization, democratization of the political process
quickly followed. In the long run, empirical
evidence shows that free markets and political
freedom can co-exist and reinforce each other.
In India, the CII invited the resident representative of UNDP in India to be a member of various
committees overseeingthe fonnulation and imple-

mentation of I a number of corporatecitizenship
programmes. In 1991, the CII mounted a study
to examine the benefits that business derives by
adopting a socially responsible attitude. The study
revealed that every dollar invested by companiesin
these 'Community Through Employee' activities
brings a benefit of five dollars directly or indirecdy.
The survey convinced a number of businessesthat
these activities were as important as manufacturing
and marketing and that such investments were akin
to 'an insurancepremium'.
C RonGilinR/Pano..

For example, in the city of Pune in western India,
business is spearheading an effort called Total
Quality Community Project,aimed at poverty alleviation, education and environmental improvement.
Similarly in Bombay,businesshas committed itself
to converting Bombay, the big eyesore,to Bombay,
the big apple. In rural areasbusinesshas been proactive in introducing programmesranging from the
adoption of villages for comprehensivedevelopment,
to initiatives such as the provision of safe drinking
water, afforestation and maternal and child
health care programmes,including family pl~
adult education and literacy campaignsfor women.
This renewed vigour on the part of Indian industry
has sprung not merely out of a sense of moral
responsibility but from a realization that such longterm investments result in a more conducive
industrial climate, lower absenteeism,goodindustrial
relations and a sustainedrise in productivity.
The Latin American story
Latin America is the most urbanized region of the
developing world. More than 73 per cent of the
population of Brazil and Mexico and 86 per cent in
Chile and Argentina live in cities. SaoPaulo,Mexico
City and Buenos Aires are among the 10 largest
cities in the world. Together with Uruguay and
Venezuela, these four countries have the most
developed economies in Latin America with very
similar per capita incomes.

property rights - especiallythoserelatingto land often fails to result in sustainable~wth in important sectors.Lack of an ownership stake in resources
has alsobeenshown to contribute to marginalization
of the poor and to exert pressure on natural resources. For example, in many rural areas of Latin
America, farmers have no recognizedtide to land. In
view of the uncertainty of the prevailing conditions,
coundess smallholders are prepared to invest only
small amounts of money short-term, to the serious
detriment of the economy, the environment and
society as a whole.
Clearer ground rules would also stimulate cooperation among companiesin the Americas. A good
example is the 'CO2 trading schemes' which
have drawn on the findings of recent research to
facilitate more efficient use of environmentally-sound
investment. Insteadof investing additional capital in
end-of-the-pipemeasuresand factories in the North,
money could be invested more profitably, and with
greater marginal utility, in forestry and timber
projects in the South. This would not only improve
the CO2 balancein the atmospherebut also make a
great contribution towards development.But projects
like this cannot be implemented until clearly defined
legal title is extendedto more types of property.

Funding for the environment has beenone of the
issues covered by the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) and special attention has been
The World Business Council for Sustainable paid to the US-Mexico border, an area with signifiDevelopment (WBCSD) of Latin America argues cant local and cross-borderenvironmental problems.
that, in order to promote efficient trading and A number of promising initiatives - some basedon
environmental policies, it is important to minimize
regional cooperation, others from the private sector
subsidies,to improve regulations and to abolish the and the use of market incentives - have alreadybeen
vested interests that result from them. Their dam- proposed.One of these would addressthe critical air
aging effects are most keenly felt in agriculture, pollution problems in the EI Paso/Juarez,US-Mexico
energyand in public sector purchases. Indeed,busi- border.
ness leaders believe that government interference
prevents private companies and most citizens from
The WBCSDhas taken a leadershiprole in devisparticipating in openmarkets, and that the restrictive ing innovative ways to encourage partnership
regulations impair not only economic growth but projects with the private sector, especially in develalso social improvement..
oping countries. Since its inception, it has seenthe
need to establish a strong relationship with such
The definition of property rights is also a contro- organizations as UNDP and the World Bank, to
versial issue that has to be tackled The opening up encourageand facilitate technology cooperationand
of markets without a clear or equitable definition of to continue a high level policy dialogue.

The South African model
In 1995, with the dramatic political changesin the
country freer dialoguebetweenSouth Africa and the
UN and its agenciesis now possible. This has been
met with scepticism in some South African quarters
where the UN has not historically been seen as an
ally. Nonetheless there is also evident enthusiasm
in other quarters to contribute to international
initiatives.
I

Traditionally, the UN and its agencies have
worked with governments, not t~e private sector.
However there is a need for the UN and business
to review their links and develop active, practical,
goal-oriented approaches. Governments' responsibilities essentially rest within national boundariesthey may. influence broader fields but legitimately
they are nationally focused. The activities of the
multinational, private sector, on the other hand,
regularly transcend such political boundaries,as do
many environmental concems.
Officially absent from the Earth Summit in Rio
de Janeiro in 1992, the majority of South Africans
remain unaware of their responsibilities in terms
of the resultant conventions and Agenda 21.
However, a South African businessdelegationwas at
Rio, clearly consciousthat the principal responsibility
for converting Rio's outputs into meaningful outcomeswould rest with the businesscommunity, not
government.
It is clear, therefore, that nowhere will there be
a sustained political settlement without sustained
economic growth driven by the private sector. In
turn, sustainedeconomic growth cannot be achieved
without wise environmental management.Poverty
forces people to disregard the sustainability of the
resourcesaround them in their quest to survive from
day to day.
In addition, there is a need to build strong partnerships between the NGO community and the
priyate sector. Yet the history of adversity between
the two and the ostensible monopoly on the moral
high grc:>und
claimed by the NGOs complicates this
process. It is essential that the NGO community
better understands the needs and constraints of
business,while the businesscommunity developsa
more sympathetic approach to popular concerns. As

all South Africans now have a say in their future,
fairer access to gainful employment and the ability to
acquire property give them a vested interest in the
quality of their environment.

According to some estimates, up to SOper cent
of South Africa's population do not have formal
employment. Apartheid had largely denied black
entrepreneurs business opportunity. The lack of
business outlets within townships resulted in not
only transport problems, but also a lack of a viable
tax base with which to support local government

services. The financial sector has been reluctant
to offer high risk loans to black entrepreneurswho
could not provide collateral - a situation now being
addressedby the development of the 'community'
and 'micro' banks to encourage small business
development and a move away from perpetually
sponsoringunemployment.
It is in the area of creating small-scale,incomegenerating enterprises where attention is most
needed. These new enterprises could involve
converting one company's waste into another's

input (making compost from abattoir wastes is one
recent example in Johannesburg) or developing
sanitation, water purification and recycling schemes.
The major electrification programme under way in
South Africa increasesaccessto affordable electricity for numerous potential enterprises,while some
paperand pulp companiesare encouragingthe development of small-scale nurseries of indigenous,
medicinal plants on the periphery of their forest
operations to protect indigenous species (which
provide seed banks! in enclaves within their
commercial forests.

As a result of the dramatic, political, military and been so action-oriented, so actively engaged,and so
economic shifts of the past decade,an opportunity widely expectedto respondto needsboth immediate
presents itself for a new breed of global leaders to and persuasive. Clearly, it is in our power to bring
emerge. The skills necessaryto lead in this new era about a renaissance- to createa new United Nations
- diplomacy, negotiation, financial leverage,manage- for a new international era.'
ment, persuasiveness, relationship building,
communicating and a respect for individuals - are
not limited to the world's politicians or government
bureaucracies. These skills are shared by people
throughout the world regardless of profession,
nationality, genderor race.
Indeed, as borders between nations lose their
significance in terms of economic importance,
businessmen and women are being thrust into a
position of stewardshipfor the citizens of the w<?rld.
As US Secretaryof Labour Robert Reich notes in his
book The Wealth of Nations, business leaders are
becoming transnational statesmenof this and future

If business is to respond positively to this
challenge, it will require greater efforts, a closer
cooperation and the development of new and innovative approachesin its relationship with the UN
and its agencies.
OPliDCeo/Wales BusinessLeaders'Fomm

generations.
Farsightedcorporate leadersare not blind to the
systemic, societal disordersof this generation, fully
realizing that business cannot flourish in a climate
of turmoil and poverty where resources are being
channelled destructively. Regardlessof implicit or
explicit acknowledgement, all businesses in all
countries operate and exist in a public policy
environment. Thus, becoming actively involved in
the successful resolution of geo-political issues to
further global stability is in the direct self-interest of
international business.
Becausebusiness and the UN both seek world
peaceand prosperity, it is natural that they support
each others' activities. Already the UN is assisting
the business community in many ways through
the World Bank, the International Finance
Corporation (IFCI, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and UNIDO. Similarly, the diverse activities
of UN agenciesdealing with labour, human rights,
foOdand agriculture, health, civil aviation, telecommunications, intellectual property and industrial
development have advancedinternational trade and
commerce.
The UN Secretary-Generalrecently stated that
'Never before in its history has the United Nations

An AfriCiJD NGO works in partnership with business to help
people in marginalized communities in Zimbabwe develop income
opportunities.
A team workin.~ on a lnw-cn.'t .,nlar energy system for rechar)(in)(
batteries.

